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CreateSpace Independent Publishing Platform. Paperback. Book Condition: New. This item is
printed on demand. Paperback. 258 pages. Dimensions: 8.5in. x 5.5in. x 0.7in.Benedict Nowak bailed
on his marriage, taking his son with him but leaving behind his five year old daughter. He had his
reasons. He had no idea theyd come back to haunt him. TJ had come to terms with the mother she
despised, making those small concessions that made life bearable. But her mothers death changed
everything. Roman Rincon was the juvie rescued by Father Marcus and placed in the care of
Benedict Nowak. With his records sealed, no one knew what happened that fateful night when
Roman was only fourteen. All Father Marcus knew was the boy had confessed to a crime not even
the cops would talk about. In the small coal mining town of Montville, two teens whose lives have
been shattered beyond repair must find a way to cope: with school, with each other, with growing
up marked as broken in a town dying under the weight of secrets and lies. Warned off having
anything to do with Roman, TJ is all too willing to agree, except for one little thing. The young
man...
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Reviews
It in just one of the best publication. This can be for anyone who statte that there was not a well worth reading through. Once you begin to read the book, it
is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Ta r a Jer de
This publication will never be e ortless to begin on studying but extremely entertaining to learn. It is probably the most incredible publication i have go
through. I realized this ebook from my i and dad suggested this publication to learn.
-- Austin O 'Connell
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